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Abstract: This paper presents a novel compact scatterer structure for a passive chipless wireless
temperature threshold sensor. The structure is based on a single C-scatterer with multiple embedded
slots; each slot forms a sub-scatterer dedicated to resonating in one regulated band. This structure
has the advantage of increasing the data capacity without increasing the number of scatterers,
which results in a more compact sensor size. The sensing principle is based on the detuning of the
resonance frequency peaks of the backscattered signal from the slotted scatterer due to temperature
variations. For the first time, this work demonstrates the design of a passive chipless sensor while at
the same time respecting the conventional radio frequency (RF) emission regulations. The sensor only
exploits the allowed bands: European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) and Industrial,
Scientific and Medical (ISM). Sensitivity measurement results show sensitive characteristics in the
order of 10−4 GHz/◦ C in accordance with the theoretical predictions.
Keywords: threshold temperature sensing; chipless technology; electromagnetic scattering

1. Introduction
Many research efforts have been focused on developing chipless RFID (Radio Frequency
Identification) tags for sensing and identifying [1,2]. The chipless RFID technology, in which the
tags are made only of an antenna (or equivalently so-called in this case, scatterer), offers the advantage
of being realizable in a single fabrication process on different types of substrates. For identification
applications, different chipless RFID tag structures have been reported with different methods of data
encoding such as time, frequency and phase techniques [3–5]. Moreover, chipless RFID tag structures
have been demonstrated in sensing applications [6]. The sensing capabilities can be detected in the
reader as backscattered signal alterations, power variations, shifts of frequency or phase variations.
The chipless approaches are fully passive and enable accurate and low-cost sensors. In addition, they
are good candidates for sensing in harsh environments since they do not have integrated electronics.
Different demonstrations have been reported for using chipless RFID tag structures as temperature
sensors. For instance, temperature sensors based on detuning resonance frequencies of a resonator has
been proposed [7,8]. A chipless RFID-based temperature threshold had been reported in 2017 at the
IEEE International Conference on RFIDs [9], where NaCl-water solutions were used as the temperature
sensitive material. Passive Ultra High Frequency (UHF) RFID systems for temperature sensors have
been developed [10] for high temperature sensing. The main drawback of all these chipless sensor
approaches is the use of ultra-wideband (UWB) signals. This not only complicates the chipless reader
architecture [11], but also requires specific protocols and associated bandwidths that are nonstandard
in the RFID field, strongly limit their commercial implementations.
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This work introduces a compact C-scatterer as a threshold temperature sensor with sufficient
data capacity in Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) frequency bands that is compliant with RF
regulation. The sensor structure does not use a sensitive material, but temperature transduction is
achieved through the dielectric properties of commercially available substrates. The proposed solution
favors the implementation of a RFID chipless sensor in the real world since it increases its compatibility
with the commercially available conventional RFID readers. In addition, this solution facilitates the
sensor’s design and fabrication process due to the lack of additional extra sensitive materials which
would require integration development. Such a topic has not yet been proposed and keeps an open
door for research and development of a novel compact chipless structure while meeting standards and
RF regulations.
The sensor structure is based on a single C-scatterer which is integrated in different resonant slots.
The slots are chosen to form sub-scatterers in the original C-scatterer structure. This topology allows
multi-bit encoding capabilities without increasing the original size. This structure can be transformed
into a sensor if the used substrate is sensitive to an external parameter such as temperature or
moisture. The challenge in the studied sensor operating principle is to encode temperature thresholds
in multi-bit information while at the same time respecting the RFID and ISM regulations. The sensor
structure is designed on a temperature sensitive dielectric substrate which is used as a transducer.
Temperature variation introduces a shift in the value of the resonance frequency of the backscattered
signal. Depending on the value of the resonance frequency inside or outside a specific frequency
band, the power level of the scattered signal shifts from maximum which corresponds to “logic 1” to
minimum which corresponds to “logic 0”. The choice of the material is based on a sensitivity analysis
of temperature for different substrates in the three frequency bands (ETSI, ISM 2.4 GHz and ISM
5.8 GHz). The sensitivity analysis is confirmed by measurement showing sensitive characteristics of
the order of 10−4 GHz/◦ C for the designed and realized sensor structure.
2. Materials and Methods
The C-scatterer has been used in recent chipless RFID demonstrations [12]. A single C-scatterer is
considered as a quarter-wavelength (λ/4) resonator with resonance and anti-resonance frequencies.
The choice of λ/4 scatterer has the advantage of having a smaller and more compact sized sensor
structure. The basic idea of the proposed chipless temperature threshold sensor is to take advantage
of the substrate properties under the influence of temperature in order to detune the resonance
frequency of C-scatterers in the selected frequency bands. This exploited property for implementing
the sensing functionality can be explained using a generic relationship between a physical length L of
a quarter-wavelength (λ/4) C-scatterer and its resonant frequency:
f =

c
√
4L ε r

(1)

where c is the speed of light and ε r is the effective permittivity of the structure.
Although a single C-scatterer can encode information in different forms such as in resonance
(or anti-resonance) or in phase, the C-scatterer presented in this work can represent only one bit of
information since only resonance or anti-resonance is considered. For multiple resonance frequency
scatterers, the main C-structure is repeated with different lengths L that correspond to the expected
resonance frequency. This results in a less compact structure which has a dimension that is directly
proportional to the number of added C-scatterers [13]. For more compact multi bits scatterers, a slotted
C-scatterer structure is introduced in this work as described in Figure 1. It consists of one main λ/4
C-scatterer that resonates in ETSI RFID band. This main C-scatterer is slotted with λ/2 C1-scatterer
which is designed to resonate in the 2.4 GHz ISM frequency band. Furthermore, two slots C2 and C3
are added for achieving a resonance frequency in the 5.8 GHz ISM frequency band. For this frequency,
two identical λ/2 slots (C2 and C3) are introduced for increasing the amplitude of the backscatter signal
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and their relative position is chosen in order to maximize the backscattered signal level. The scatterers
are designed
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dielectric substrate.
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As presented through Equation (1), the length of the resonator and the permittivity
of the
As presented through Equation (1), the length of the resonator L and the permittivity ε r of the
substrate strongly determine the resonant frequency. Besides, these two parameters are sensitive
to
substrate strongly determine the resonant frequency. Besides, these two parameters are sensitive to
the temperature and play a fundamental role in the sensing operation of the C-scatterer structure.
the temperature and play a fundamental role in the sensing operation of the C-scatterer structure.
With the objective of achieving a maximum resonant frequencies variation with the temperature, a
With the objective of achieving a maximum resonant frequencies variation with the temperature,
parametric study is conducted for three separate dielectric substrate cases (RT/duroid 6010.2LM,
a parametric study is conducted for three separate dielectric substrate cases (RT/duroid 6010.2LM,
AD1000, RO3010). The influence of temperature variations on the resonance frequency can be
AD1000, RO3010). The influence of temperature variations on the resonance frequency can be evaluated
evaluated by applying a variation analysis as follows:
by applying a variation analysis as follows:

=  + 
(2)
∂f
∂f
δf =
δL +
δε r
(2)
∂L
∂ε r
⁄
⁄
are the partial derivatives of the resonance frequency evaluated at the
where
and
nominal
values
of
L
0
and
ε
r
which
correspond
to the
frequency
under
investigation.
δL and
where ∂ f /∂L and ∂ f /∂ε r are the partial
derivatives
ofresonance
the resonance
frequency
evaluated
at the nominal
δε
γ
are
the
minimum
variation
of
length
and
permittivity
per
degree
Celsius
which
are
extrapolated
values of L0 and εr which correspond to the resonance frequency under investigation. δL and δεγ are
from
the datasheet
information
of each
substrate
Even thoughfrom
the
the minimum
variation
of length and
permittivity
perunder
degreeinvestigation
Celsius which[14].
are extrapolated
contribution
of
the
elongation
is
of
0.01
order
of
magnitude
in
comparison
to
the
contribution
the
the datasheet information of each substrate under investigation [14]. Even though the contribution
permittivity
to theisfrequency
shift,ofit magnitude
has been included
in this analysis
because the elongation
has a
of the elongation
of 0.01 order
in comparison
to the contribution
the permittivity
competing
effect on
theitfrequency
variation with
the
permittivity
as the
increases.
Table
to the frequency
shift,
has been included
in this
analysis
because
thetemperature
elongation has
a competing
1effect
shows
a
comparison
of
the
frequency
variation
δf
for
the
three
selected
bands
resulted
from
thea
on the frequency variation with the permittivity as the temperature increases. Table 1 shows
parametric
Equation variation
(2).
comparisonstudy
of theinfrequency
δf for the three selected bands resulted from the parametric
study in Equation (2).

Table 1. The variation of the resonance frequency per degree Celsius.

Substrate
RT/duroid 6010.2LM
Substrate
AD1000
RO3010

Table
1. ETSI
The variation
of the resonance
frequency
degree Celsius.
δf in
866 MHz Band
δf in ISM
2.4 GHzper
Band
δf in ISM 5.8 GHz Band
(GHz/°C)
1.632
10−4 866 MHz
δf in×ETSI
1.62
× 10−4(GHz/◦ C)
Band
1.572 × 10−4
−4

(GHz/°C)
−4 GHz Band
× 10
δf in 3.8
ISM
2.4
3.4(GHz/
× 10−4 ◦ C)

3.5 × 10−4

(GHz/°C)
0.0023
δf in ISM
5.8 GHz Band
0.00218◦ C)
(GHz/
0.00219

RT/duroid 6010.2LM
0.0023
1.632 × 10
3.8 × 10−4
−
4
AD1000
0.00218
1.62 × 10
3.4 × 10−4
−4
SinceRO3010
a commercial substrate
with
dielectric
temperature
is used for
this work, the
0.00219
1.572
× 10
3.5 ×dependency
10−4

sensitivity is dependent on the dielectric properties of the manufacturer resulting in fixed
temperature sensitivity. The substrate chosen for this work is RT/duroid 6010.0LM which has a high
Since a commercial substrate with dielectric temperature dependency is used for this work,
dielectric constant εr = 10.2, this reduces the resonator size, in addition it has a high coefficient of
the sensitivity is dependent on the dielectric properties of the manufacturer resulting in fixed
dielectric constant −425 ppm/°C for significant frequency shift under temperature variation.
temperature sensitivity. The substrate chosen for this work is RT/duroid 6010.0LM which has a
high
dielectric constant εr = 10.2, this reduces the resonator size, in addition it has a high coefficient of
3.
Results
dielectric constant −425 ppm/◦ C for significant frequency shift under temperature variation.
This section presents the simulation and measurement results for the proposed sensor structure
as well as a description of the measurement setup.
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3. Results
This section presents the simulation and measurement results for the proposed sensor structure
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Slotted C-scatterers exhibits resonance frequencies corresponding to the three structures C1, C2
Slotted C-scatterers exhibits resonance frequencies corresponding to the three structures C1, C2
and C3
in the
bands ETSI,
ISM 2.4
GHz and
ISM 5.8 GHz
respectively.
Onethree
notices
that, other
Slotted
C-scatterers
exhibits
resonance
frequencies
corresponding
to the
structures
C1,
and C3 in the bands ETSI, ISM 2.4 GHz and ISM 5.8 GHz respectively. One notices that, other
harmonics
are
also
exhibited,
but
they
are
outside
bands
of
interest
and
therefore
are
considered
as
C2 and C3 in the bands ETSI, ISM 2.4 GHz and ISM 5.8 GHz respectively. One notices that, other
harmonics are also exhibited, but they are outside bands of interest and therefore are considered as
spurious responses.
spurious responses.
In order to experimentally study the impact of the temperature variation on the resonance
In order to experimentally study the impact of the temperature variation on the resonance
frequencies of the sensor as well as deduce the experimental temperature sensitivity of the sensor,
frequencies of the sensor as well as deduce the experimental temperature sensitivity of the sensor,
the proposed sensor structure has been realized using printed circuit board (PCB) mechanical milling;
the proposed sensor structure has been realized using printed circuit board (PCB) mechanical milling;
the fabricated sensor structure is presented in Figure 4.
the fabricated sensor structure is presented in Figure 4.
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spurious responses.
In order to experimentally study the impact of the temperature variation on the resonance
frequencies of the sensor as well as deduce the experimental temperature sensitivity of the sensor,
the proposed sensor structure has been realized using printed circuit board (PCB) mechanical milling;
the
fabricated sensor structure is presented in Figure 4.
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|
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eff
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range
of the VNA is
120 dB then setup,
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lies within
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as a transmitted
power.
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issues with the automatized measurement setup, we used 0 dBm as a transmitted power. It is worth
technical
issues
with
setup,power
we used
0 dBm
transmitted
power. Itthe
is
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andthe
RFautomatized
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dBm). Therefore,
noting that RFID and RF regulations authorize a larger power level (up to 33 dBm). Therefore, the
distance can be increased. A commercial temperature sensor PT500 is used to measure the
distance can be increased. A commercial temperature sensor PT500 is used to measure the
temperature values which is connected to Keysight 34410A digital multi-meter. The measurement
temperature values which is connected to Keysight 34410A digital multi-meter. The measurement
system is automated using MATLAB version R2015a interface for synchronizing the reading of the
system is automated using MATLAB version R2015a interface for synchronizing the reading of the
VNA and the temperature sensor. This interface allows measuring the temperature and the
VNA and the temperature sensor. This interface allows measuring the temperature and the
corresponding resonance frequency instantaneously.
corresponding resonance frequency instantaneously.
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worth noting that RFID and RF regulations authorize a larger power level (up to 33 dBm). Therefore,
the distance can be increased. A commercial temperature sensor PT500 is used to measure the
temperature values which is connected to Keysight 34410A digital multi-meter. The measurement
system is automated using MATLAB version R2015a interface for synchronizing the reading of the VNA
and the temperature sensor. This interface allows measuring the temperature and the corresponding
resonance frequency instantaneously.
Since the transmission coefficient is of interest, the measurement procedure starts by measuring
the S11 parameter of background without the presence of the sensor structure. Then, the sensor
structure
placed
in front
of the antenna and heated using a heat gun to a maximum temperature
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The measurement is repeated three times; the frequency shift is measured in each band
The measurement is repeated three times; the frequency shift is measured in each band
simultaneously during each repetition. The measured frequency shift curves as a function of
simultaneously during each repetition. The measured frequency shift curves as a function of
temperature has been fitted to a linear curve to extract the sensitivity as well as to find the measured
temperature has been fitted to a linear curve to extract the sensitivity as well as to find the measured
nominal value of the resonance frequency of the fabricated sensor structure for comparison with
nominal value of the resonance frequency of the fabricated sensor structure for comparison with
simulation. The linearity has been assumed as an approximation for estimating the sensitivity.
simulation. The linearity has been assumed as an approximation for estimating the sensitivity.
Therefore, the relationship between temperature (T) and frequency (f) is written as
Therefore, the relationship between temperature (T) and frequency (f ) is written as
(3)
=
+
f = ST + f 0
(3)
where f0 is the nominal resonance frequency and the measured sensitivity S of a resonator is given by
[15] f is the nominal resonance frequency and the measured sensitivity S of a resonator is given
where
0

by [15]
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= δf
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since the slope represents sensitivity S.
4. Discussion
4. Discussion
A comparison between the simulated and measured resonance frequencies is presented in Table
Aexperimental
comparison between
the
simulated
and measured
resonance
frequencies
is presented
in Table
2.
2. The
results at
room
temperature
of the proposed
threshold
temperature
sensor
show
The
experimental
results
at room
temperature
of the proposed
a resonance
frequency
error
compared
to the simulated
values.threshold temperature sensor show a
resonance frequency error compared to the simulated values.
Table 2. Comparison between the measured and simulated resonance frequencies for the slotted Cscatterer on Duroid6010.2LM substrate.

Frequency Band
ETSI 866 MHz band
ISM 2.4 GHz band
ISM 5.8 GHz band

Simulation (GHz)
0.824
2.41
5.85

Measured (GHz)
0.847
2.43
6.1

Deviation (GHz)
0.023
0.02
0.25

Deviation (%)
2.7%
0.8
4.16

As Table 2 points out, the deviation between the simulated and measured resonance frequencies
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Table 2. Comparison between the measured and simulated resonance frequencies for the slotted
C-scatterer on Duroid6010.2LM substrate.
Frequency Band

Simulation (GHz)

Measured (GHz)

Deviation (GHz)

Deviation (%)

ETSI 866 MHz band
ISM 2.4 GHz band
ISM 5.8 GHz band

0.824
2.41
5.85

0.847
2.43
6.1

0.023
0.02
0.25

2.7%
0.8
4.16

As Table 2 points out, the deviation between the simulated and measured resonance frequencies
for ETSI and ISM 2.4 GHz is in the order of 2.7% and 0.8% respectively. However, for ISM 5.8 GHz
the error is in the order of 4%. Given that the tolerance of the material has been taken into account in
the design of the structure, the reason for this higher percentage of deviation is due to the mechanical
fabrication of the structure which altered the thickness of the substrate around the metallic trace of the
slotted C2 and C3 scatterers. This affects the thickness of the substrate, resulting in higher deviation
especially at high frequency. This can be explained through tolerance analysis of the resonance
frequency in ISM 5.8 GHz, taking into account the effect of substrate thickness variation on the effective
permittivity. Using the coplanar strip line (CPS) model [16,17], the percentage of deviation in the
resonance frequency can be evaluated by applying the analysis as follows:
1
δf
=
f0
f0




∂f
δε
∂ε

(5)

where f 0 is the nominal value of resonance frequency which in this case is 5.8 GHz. δε is the tolerance
of the effective permittivity due to fabrication which is composed of δεtolerance , given in the datasheet
of Duroid6010.2LM substrate (δεtolerance = ±0.25). δεh is the uncertainty in the permittivity due to the
variation of the substrate height, given by [17]

δε r =


∂ε
δh
∂h

(6)

where δh is the uncertainty in substrate height due to fabrication tolerance of the Printed Circuit
Board (PCB) milling machine and ∂ε/∂h is the variation of the permittivity due to the variation of
substrate height, which is calculated at the nominal value of substrate height of 1.27 mm. The surface
imperfection is due to over etching of the surface around the slots and it is estimated from the fabricated
structure to be δh = 0.15 mm. Using Equations (4) and (5), the estimated deviation of the resonance
frequency at 5.8 GHz is
δf
× 100 = 4.12%
(7)
f0
The sensitivity of the proposed sensor is measured from the slope of the resonance frequency as a
function of temperature shown in Figure 6. A comparison between the theoretical and experimental
values of sensitivity in each band is presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Comparison between the experimental and theoretical sensitivity for slotted C-scatterer on
Duroid6010.2LM substrate.
Frequency Band

Theoretical (GHz/◦ C)

Experimental (GHz/◦ C)

Deviation (GHz/◦ C)

ETSI 866 MHz band
IMS 2.4 GHz band
IMS 5.8 GHz band

1.632 × 10−4
3.8 × 10−4
0.0023

2 × 10−4
7 × 10−4
0.0022

0.368 × 10−4
3.2 × 10−4
1 × 10−4

Based on the three resonance frequencies, the proposed compact C-scatterer acts as a three bits
encoder for temperature ranges. Logic ‘1’ is represented by a resonance within the band, while logic ‘0’

Frequency Band
ETSI 866 MHz band
IMS 2.4 GHz band
IMS 5.8 GHz band

Theoretical (GHz/°C)
1.632 × 10−4
3.8 × 10−4
0.0023

Experimental (GHz/°C)
2 × 10−4
7 × 10−4
0.0022

Deviation (GHz/°C)
0.368 × 10−4
3.2 × 10−4
1 × 10−4
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Based on the three resonance frequencies, the proposed compact C-scatterer acts as a three bits
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From Figure 6, different temperature thresholds that could be encoded using the proposed slotted
C-scatter using a three bits combination. The three-bit binary numbers associated with the temperature
range are listed in Table 4.
Table 4. The different bit combination representing the temperature range of the proposed
chipless sensor.
Temperature Range
◦C

T < 30
45 < T < 60 ◦ C
60 < T < 75 ◦ C
T < 75 ◦ C

ETSI 866 MHz Band

IMS 2.4 GHz Band

IMS 5.8 GHz Band

0
0
1
0

1
1
1
0

1
0
0
0

Having low sensitivity, as in the case of the proposed sensor, is important in threshold sensing
since it increases the temperature ranges detected by the sensor and the binary codes associated with
it. Having high sensitivity can limit the number of threshold ranges because any small temperature
variation will quickly shift the resonance frequency out of the band of interest, especially for ETSI band,
hence, limiting the threshold binary code. It is worth noting that for this study four threshold values are
encoded in binary format depending on the resonance peak position in the band. However, different
bit combinations could be obtained either by engineering the position of the resonance peak in or
outside the frequency bands or by extending temperature range to incorporate negative temperatures.
5. Conclusions
In this paper the design of a compact threshold temperature sensor based on a slotted C-scatterer
is presented. The proposed concept is based on the integration of several slot resonators in the same
C-scatterer for a multi-bit chipless sensor. In order to be compliant with the RF regulation standards,
the sensor is designed to operate in the ETSI RFID, ISM 2.5 GHz and ISM 5.8 GHz bands. The operation
principle relies on temperature transducing as a frequency, detuning in three radio frequency bands.
The sensitivity analysis is confirmed by measurement, showing sensitive characteristics of the order
of 10−4 GHz/◦ C for the designed and realized sensor structure. The compact chipless sensor
structure has the effect of pushing the trend to implement the chipless RFID sensing solutions in
real world applications.
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